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1 List of Acronyms
ACO
AS
ATM
BLEVE
CEO
CLIA
DNC
DNV
DSC
DVM
EBS
ECDIS
ECTS
EMSA
EOC
EPIRB
EQUASIS
ERCC
ESD
ETO
FAL
FiFi
GMDSS
GPS
HMI
HS
HUET
IALA
IAMSAR
ICAO
ICS
ICT
ILO
IMO
IMO NAV
IMO MSC
JRCC
LNG
LSA
LT
LPG

Air Co-coordinator
Abandon Station
Air Traffic Management
Boiling Liquid Expanding Vapour Explosion
Chief Executive Officer
Cruise Lines International Association
Digital Nautical Chart
Det Norske Veritas
Digital Selective Call
Dynamic Voyage Management
Emergency Breathing System
Electronic Chart Display and Information System
European Credit Transfer and Accumulation System
European Maritime Safety Agency
Emergency Operations Centre
Emergency position-indicating radio beacon
European Quality Shipping Information System
Emergency Rescue Co-ordination Centre
Emergency Shut Down
Emergency Towing Operation
The Convention on Facilitation of International Maritime
Traffic
Fire fighting
Global Maritime Distress Safety System
Global Positioning System
Human Machine Interface
Significant Wave Height
Helicopter Underwater Escape Training
International Association of Marine Aids to Navigation and
Lighthouse Authorities
International Aeronautical and Maritime Search and Rescue
International Civil Aviation Organization
Incident Command System
Information and Communications Technology
International Labour Organization
International Maritime Organization
IMO Sub-Committee on Safety of Navigation
IMO Maritime Safety Committee
Joint Rescue Coordination Centre
Liquefied Natural Gas
Life Saving Appliance
Local Time
Liquefied Petroleum Gas
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LRIT
MARPOL
MCC
ME
MET
ML 2.0
MOB
MOC
MOR
MMSI
MRCC
MRSC
MRO
MSI
MST
OBP
OLRS
OSC
PLB
Port CDM
PPE
RCC
RFID
SAR
SASEMAR
SCBA
SES
SMC
SRU
STCC
STCW
STM
SVM
SWIM
TFEU
TKPI
VHF
VTMIS
VTS

Long-Range Identification and Tracking
International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from
Ships
Mission Coo-ordination Centre
Major Event
Marine Education and Training
MONALISA 2.0 Project
Man overboard
Maritime Operations Centre (Spanish Maritime Safety and
Rescue Agency - SASEMAR)
Means of Rescue
Maritime Mobile Service Identity
Maritime Rescue Coordination Centre
Maritime Rescue Sub-Centre
Mass Rescue Operation
Maritime Safety Information
Maritime Safety Training
Open Bridge Platform
On-board life raft recovery systems
On-Scene Co-ordinator
Personal Locator Beacon
Collaborative Decision Making within and in relation to Ports
Personal Protective Equipment
Rescue Coordination Centre
Radio Frequency identification
Search and Rescue
Spanish Maritime Safety and Rescue Agency
Self Contained Breathing Apparatus
Safe Evacuation System
SAR Mission Coordinator
Search and Rescue Unit
Sea Traffic Coordination Centre
International Convention on Standards of Training,
Certification and Watch keeping for Seafarers
Sea Traffic Management
Strategic Voyage Management
System Wide Information Management
Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union
Training key performance indicators
Very High Frequency
Vessel Traffic Maritime Information System
Vessel Traffic Service
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2 Document objective
The objective of this document is to validate the SES system. For this reason several
dynamic simulations with real assumptions have been performed and the main
conclusions are explained in this report.
This document corresponds to the deliverable D3.4.5 whose full title is “System
Validation".

3 Executive summary
The overall objective of MONALISA 2.0 is to contribute to the development of
Motorways of the Sea (MoS). The aim is to strengthen efficiency, safety and
environmental performance of maritime transport, and at the same time reduce the
administrative burden of the maritime sector.
This global objective has been broken down into a number of immediate objectives,
increased maritime safety being one of main ones. In this context, the proposal of
implementing the SES system has focused on providing a new solution for performing
evacuation operations on board passenger ships when incidents occur in extreme sea
conditions and high heel values.
Thereby, in order to validate the system, pilot tests and simulations have been
developed and all the conclusions that have been obtained are included in this report.

4 Introduction
The Safe Evacuation System (SES), is a safe, effective, efficient and reliable system for
performing evacuation operations on board passenger ships in extreme sea, weather
and stability conditions, especially with high wind speed and high heel values. Such a
system is capable of working in situations where conventional ones cannot work
properly and it is conceived to be compatible with existing lifeboat launch appliances
and to be easily installed on different types of vessels.
The proposed system focuses on the major problem that appears when the heel of the
damaged vessel is over the 20º, considered the limit in the IMO rules, but that could be
greater for most of the modern passenger vessels before final sinking. With the vessel in
such a dangerous situation, the safest course of action would be to launch the lifeboat
from the opposite side to the heel.
In conclusion, the SES system is proposed as a complementary method to existing
evacuation systems in order to guarantee that lifeboat system can be used in these
extreme conditions.
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5 Industrias Ferri S.A. and Compass
All contributions to Sub-activity 3.4.have been developed between Industrias Ferri and
Compass.
- Industrias Ferri, S.A. was founded in 1965, in order to satisfy the growing demand for
ancillary deck equipment for the marine sector. Over the years, FERRI has achieved
prestige as a leading manufacturing of high quality, reliable equipment as an
experienced, innovative company providing solutions to customer requirements.
In fact, FERRI's naval equipment is scattered throughout the world on all types of
ships, warships, fishing fleets, tugs, oil platforms, research vessels, cable companies,
merchant, luxury cruises and many more.
It is increasingly important for the company that the custom-made equipment is
designed and constructed in accordance with the strictest demands and regulations so
that the equipment can function in the most adverse conditions while meeting
requirements by customers on 5 continents.
Industrias Ferri offers a wide range of products to ensure that life on board is both
functional and safe. The company is an innovative manufacturer of life-saving
appliances, cranes, A-frames and other deck equipment and our goal is to provide our
customers with the latest innovative, compact, high quality and safe life/rescue boat
davit systems, RHIB recovery installations and marine /offshore cranes. The wellproven product range of Industrias Ferri guarantees the future owner the pleasure of
optimum reliability with a minimum of maintenance.
At present, in addition to these activities, we also develop technical assistance and
maintenance services for highly specialized mechanical and industrial sectors.
- Compass Ingeniería y Sistemas, SA (Compass) is a consulting services company
specialized in the engineering design, as well as in the development of software for
calculation and information management in technology.
The members of our team are all highly qualified professionals specialised in civil,
industrial, naval and telecommunication engineering. These areas are the main focus
of Compass activities.
The activities of Compass are driven by our main objective - to bring value to our
customers by applying innovative solutions to their problems.
Compass has a strong agent and partner network and enrols new partners who value
partnership and realise that mutual success depends upon joint efforts and
investments. Every completed sale of a Compass's product or a service earns our
partners bonuses and financial income. Working with Compass, our partners increase
their market share, obtain higher levels of client's satisfaction and forge more
productive relationships with their customers.
MONALISA 2.0 – SAFE EVACUATION SYSTEM: SYSTEM VALIDATION
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Besides developing its own numerical calculation codes Tdyn CFD+HT and
RamSeries, Compass is a co-developer and the exclusive corporate distributor of the
GiD pre/post-processing system (GiD), and acts as a commercial partner of R+D
organization CIMNE.

6 SES validation
6.1 General issues
The present report shows a dynamic study, which is an extension of a previous study
framed in the MONALISA 2.0 Project.
The previous study included the analysis of the launching conditions of a lifeboat down
the side of a ferry ship (ROPAX), in case of an emergency situation. To that end, a
simplified analysis of the dynamic equilibrium of the lifeboat at the shipside was
proposed. A heeled condition of the ship was considered for this analysis. For more
details on such simulation please go to D.3.4.3. “System simulation”.
To be able to impose correct accelerations to the simplified model, 3D FEM seakeeping simulations were performed. The software used is SeaFEM (please, check
Annex: Brief description of SeaFEM -pag. 20- for details).
In this analysis extension, both the heeled ferry and the lifeboat have been included in
the 3D FEM sea-keeping simulation, thanks to the multi-body capabilities available in
SeaFEM. So, a dynamic analysis in certain sea-states has been performed, including
the lifeboat descending down the ferry hull.

6.1.1 Ship used for the analyses
For this study, the chosen ship is the Superferry class ROPAX ship, "Fortuny",
property of Acciona-Transmediterranea. The main particulars of this ship are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Length O.A.: 172 m
Length B.P: 157 m
Breadth: 26.2 m
Depth: 14.84 m
Average draught (max. load): 6.2 m
Displacement (cargo max.): 16555 T

An image of the 3D CAD model of the ship is shown next:
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6.1.2 Lifeboat used for the analyses
For this analysis standard lifeboat geometry has been used. The corresponding 3D CAD
and its main particulars have been provided by FERRI:
• Length O.A.: 8.5 m
• Breadth: 3.2 m
• Weight considered: 15110 kg
An image of the 3D CAD model of the lifeboat is shown next:

6.1.3 Dynamic analysis of the ferry and lifeboat
A dynamic time-integration seakeeping analysis of the ship has been performed, in a
certain condition of draught and heel angle, and including the body dynamics of the
lifeboat.
Analysed load condition
The condition is described in the following table:
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Notes:
1 Referred to stern perpendicular.
2

Referred to centreline plane.

3 Referred

to water plane.

Displacement in condition A is a 42°/o higher than that of the full load displacement.
This increase of the displacement corresponds to an estimation of the conditions in an
emergency situation, with a flooding of one or more compartments.
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Lifeboat conditions
Initially the lifeboat is positioned on the hull side, near to the lifeboat deck, as shown in
the next images:

The centre of gravity (referred to the ferry stern perpendicular, centreline plane and
water plane) considered for the lifeboat is the following:
• XG = 71.08 m
• YG = -11.25 m
• ZG = 12.37 m

SeaFEM 3D model
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In order to be able to perform the analysis with SeaFEM, a 3D geometry has been
generated, corresponding to the loading condition.
The following image shows the model of the hull in such situation:

Condition A (2oº port heel)

The calculation domain used is showed in the following image:
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Simulation domain the model

The characteristic data of the careen for the analysis model, shown in the table before,
has been inserted in the program (displacement, gravity centre and radii of gyration).
All degrees of freedom except yaw (surge, sway, heave, roll and pitch) have been
considered unrestrained.
Lifeboat body dynamics
The lifeboat has been added to the analysis as a virtual body, with its centre of gravity
and weight properties. Some restrictions have also been added to correctly model the
launching of the lifeboat along the hull side, at a certain speed:
1. A translational link has been created between the ship and the lifeboat.
2. This link forces the lifeboat to move only along a defined line in the hull side,
which passes by the hull-lifeboat contact point.
3. All lifeboat rotations are restrained.
4. The dynamic equilibrium has been imposed, and a fixed descend velocity (Vd =
0.83 m/s = 50 m/min) has been induced by taking the lifeboat system out of the
equilibrium during the needed time so it accelerates to the constant velocity. The
equilibrium is inserted as local externa! Forces, which represent the tension in a
virtual cable supporting the lifeboat. This "cable" is assumed to be attached to
the lifeboat’s centre of gravity:
• Ty

= M·ay +

• Tz

=

Ry + FT·cos({3+8roJJ)

-M·az- Rz + FT·sin({3+8roJJ) + (M-m)-g

Being:
•

ay, az : Accelerations

• Ry, Rz : Reactions
• f3 = 20°: Initial
• 8ro11: Time
• M: Mass

of the system

in the hull-lifeboat contact point

heeling angle

dependent roll angle

of the lifeboat
Mass used to accelerate the lifeboat to the descend velocity (for
taking the system out of initial dynamic equilibrium). Once the required
speed is reached, m is neglected (m=O).

• m:

• FT = J.l·Fn: Joint

reaction friction force, proportional to joint reaction
normal force (Fn) at the contact point. The friction coefficient is taken as
J.1=0.3 in this case.
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• Fn = Ry·sin(f3+8roJJ) + Rz·Cos(f3+8roJJ)

This normal and friction forces correspond to the reaction in the joint, which is not the
actual reaction between both hulls, but a reaction to the dynamic movements so as
to keep the constraint working.
Therefore, it is not possible to account for the actual friction force effect in the
simulation.
Environment data
In this case, a Pierson-Moskowitz wave spectrum is used for this analysis, and it is
defined by the following parameters:
• Mean wave period: 10.85 s
• Significant wave height: 2.0 m
• Shortest period: 5.0 s
• Longest period: 24.0 s
• Number of wave’s periods: 10
• Mean wave heading: 112.50
• •Spreading angle: 600
• Number of waves headings: 10
• Realization repeatability: Yes
Numerical data and simulation time
A total simulation time of T=30.0 s is used, with a time step of dt=0.1513 s.
• Solver used: Direct
• Pre-conditioner: None
• Dynamic solver relaxation factor (Aitken’s algorithm): 0.05
• Free surface stability factor: 1.0
• Damping factor: 0.1
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Analysis mesh
The analysis meshes used have the following properties and element number (lineal
tetrahedra):
• 66283 nades, 379684 elements

The next images show the mesh used for the analysis:

Sea-keeping results
The results obtained correspond to the dynamics, velocities and accelerations of ship
and lifeboat. Also, specific results as friction force, or reactions in the contact point, are
obtained.
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Ferry dynamics
The next images show the time evolution of the main
Ferry is subjected during the simulation of the launching.
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Lifeboat Dynamics
The next images show the time evolution of the vertical and lateral movements,
velocities and accelerations of the centre of gravity of the lifeboat. The graphs are only
valid until the moment when the lifeboat reaches the water (t = 21.48 s, see image
below).

Moment when lifeboat is fully in the water (t=21.48 s)

• Movements:

• Velocities:

Accelerations:
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Launching results
Derived from the dynamic results showed before, there are other data which can be post
processed and used for studying the launching process of the lifeboat.
These derived results are shown next.
Tension in the cable
Lateral and vertical components

Total tension, T=√(Ty 2 + Tz 2)

Reactions in contact point
The actual normal force (reaction) in the contact between both hulls, Fn=y·sin(β+θroll)+Tz·cos(β+θroll)
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And the friction force, Fτ = 0.3·Fn

The angle γ has also been calculated, according to the formula obtained in the previous
report:

Fn · OG (cos(δ) + µ · sin(δ)) − 𝐼𝐼xx · α
γ = asin(
𝑇𝑇 · 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀
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The input data assumed for this calculation is the following, based on the relative
ship/lifeboat geometrical position, and in the properties of the lifeboat used in the
SeaFEM dynamic analysis of the launching:

•

Ixx = 870.336 m2

•

δ = 84º

•

OG = 1.68 m

•

MG = 1.5

•

μ = 0.3
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Graphical results
Below, some images of the simulation results are shown. Both series of images are
corresponding to instants t=5 s, t=10 s, t=15 s and t=21.48 s.
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They have been made various simulations such as the previously shown in this report
as an example in order to estimate the values of gamma (γ) for different combinations of
the coefficient of friction (μ) and the distance MG existing between the suspension point
of the lifeboat to its centre of gravity (depending mainly on the model lifeboat) to
estimate the values of gamma (γ). The more representative ones are shown in the table
below:

Rxx [m]

0,24

0,24

0,24

0,24

0,24

0,24

0,24

0,24

0,24

Ixx [m2]

870,34

870,34

870,34

870,34

870,34

870,34

870,34

870,34

870,34

delta [deg]

84,00

84,00

84,00

84,00

84,00

84,00

84,00

84,00

84,00

OG [m]

1,68

1,68

1,68

1,68

1,68

1,68

1,68

1,68

1,68

μ

0,15

0,10

0,15

0,25

0,30

0,10

0,15

0,25

0,30

MG [m]

0,50

1,00

1,00

1,00

1,00

0,75

0,75

0,75

0,75

ϒ[deg]

54

19

24

34

40

26

33

49

59

0,8134

0,3270

0,4067

0,5661

0,6459

0,4359

0,5422

0,7549

0,8612

sin(ϒ)

As it have been established in the MSC.81(70) and modified in the (MSC321(89),
paragraph 6.9. “Release mechanism test” point 6.9.3.:
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6.9.3. With the operating mechanism disconnected it should be demonstrated when the lifeboat is
loaded with its full complement of persons and equipment and towed at speeds of 5 knots that the
moveable hook component stays closed. Furthermore, with the operating mechanism connected,
it should be demonstrated that the lifeboat when loaded with its full complement of persons and
equipment when towed at speeds of 5 knots could be released. Both of the above should be
demonstrated as follows as follows:
.1 a force equal to 25% of the safe working load of the hook should be applied to the
hook in the lengthwise direction of the boat at an angle of 45° to the vertical. This test should be
conducted in the aftward as well as the forward direction;
.2 a force equal to the safe working load of the hook should be applied to the hook in
an athwart ships direction at an angle of 20° to the vertical. This test should be conducted on
both sides; and
.3 a force equal to the safe working load of the hook should be applied to the hook in a
direction halfway between the positions of tests 1 and 2 (i.e. 45° to the longitudinal axis of the
boat in plan view) at an angle of 33° to the vertical. This test should be conducted in four
positions.
There should be no damage as a result of these tests.
For this reason, as the SES system will be installed on existing launch and recovery systems for
life boats, it should be able to guarantee that the angle in an athwart ship direction with a force of
a SWL of the hook should not exceed 20º approximately, as this could damage the system.
Based on real tests, the coefficient of friction between the hull of a lifeboat (usually made of
fiberglass but sometimes in aluminium) and the hull of a passenger vessel (made of steel)
assuming both surfaces painted and dry, reach values between 0.2 and 0.3.
In view of the results of the performed real tests and simulations, to decrease the coefficient of
friction between the two surfaces (hull of the lifeboat and hull of the passenger vessel) is
required. For this reason, fenders to spread the stress glued to the lifeboat and working as sliding
have been proposed in D.4.3.2. and tested at Jovellanos training centre. Thanks to those sliding
pads we are now in situation to confirm that the coefficient of friction has been reduced up to 0.10.15.
For a value of MG[m] of 1 meter (very common in commercial lifeboats) and a value of μ
between 0.1 and 0.15, gamma angle do not exceed 24 ° as it is shown in the table
above.
This value of 24º, although it is above 20º set in paragraph 6.9.3. of the MSC321 (89), it
has been prove by real tests that no significant damage occurred in regular systems.
Based on the simulations performed and summarised in the table above, the security
due to the decrease on the transverse stress experienced by the hook, is increased 1.98
times (e.g. for MG=1 sin(ϒ)= 0,6459/0,3270; for MG=0,75 sin(ϒ)= 0,8612/0,4359 ) which
obviously minimises the risk of damaging the whole hook system.
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7 Conclusions
Contributions provided by Industrias Ferri in collaboration with Compass to the
MONALISA 2.0. Project, in terms of improving maritime safety, have focused on the
implementation of the proposed system whose testing has been performed at the
Jovellanos Centre and whose validation has been set out in this report.
Once the SES system has been validated, thanks to the simulations and real tests
performed at Jovellanos Centre, it is time to think about the following steps, i.e. how to
place the SES system on the market, taking advantage of the fact that this development
is a part of the MONALISA Project (TEN-T Project). Related to this, an important issue
to be considered is the patenting of the system to protect the technical development that
has been made up to this point by Industrias Ferri.
As it has been previously discussed, the SES system can easily be implemented in
existing systems and would not be required the application of a new classification or
certification of the whole system because neither the lifeboat, nor the hook or launch
and recovery system will be affected; however, in each case the anchoring points of the
straps as well as the reactions on the passenger vessels on those points should be
studied in order to verify that any damage on the passenger vessel will not appear.
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8 Annex: Brief description of SeaFEM
SeaFEM code has been used for performing the sea-keeping analyses
(http://www.compassis.com/compass/es/Productos/SeaFEM), co-developed by CIMNE
(http://www.cimne.com) and Compass IS
(http://www.compassis.com/compass/es/Home).
SeaFEM is a suite of tools for the computational analysis of the waves, wind and
currents effect on naval and offshore structures, as well as for manoeuvrability studies.
SeaFEM has been developed for performing 3D realistic simulations of
radiation/diffraction problems of multi-bodies, by solving the potential flow equations in
the time domain, using the finite elements method (FEM) in unstructured meshes. The
problem is formulated as follows:

SeaFEM has been conceived for simulating the seakeeping capabilities of ships and offshore structures, as wells as for calculating the hydrodynamic loads due to waves,
currents and translation velocities acting simultaneously. Furthermore, the software
includes capabilities for introducing any external load over the structure. These external
loads may be used for modelling aerodynamic loads, mooring lines, viscous effects such
as damping and viscous resistance, or any other effect depending on any variable used
internally by the code.
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39 partners from 10 countries
taking maritime transport into the digital age
By designing and demonstrating innovative use of ICT solutions
MONALISA 2.0 will provide the route to improved
SAFETY - ENVIRONMENT - EFFICIENCY
Swedish Maritime Administration ◦ LFV - Air Navigation Services of Sweden ◦ SSPA ◦
Viktoria Swedish ICT ◦ Transas ◦ Carmenta ◦ Chalmers University of Technology ◦ World
Maritime University ◦ The Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute ◦ Danish
Maritime Authority ◦ Danish Meteorological Institute ◦ GateHouse ◦ Navicon ◦ Novia
University of Applied Sciences ◦ DLR ◦ Fraunhofer ◦ Jeppesen ◦ Rheinmetall ◦ Carnival
Corp. ◦ Italian Ministry of Transport ◦ RINA Services ◦ D’Appolonia ◦ Port of Livorno ◦ IB
SRL ◦ Martec SPA ◦ Ergoproject ◦ University of Genua ◦ VEMARS ◦ SASEMAR ◦ Ferri
Industries ◦ Valencia Port Authority ◦ Valencia Port Foundation ◦ CIMNE ◦ Corporacion
Maritima ◦ Technical University of Madrid ◦ University of Catalonia ◦ Technical University
of Athens ◦ MARSEC-XL ◦ Norwegian Coastal Administration

www.monalisaproject.eu
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